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About This Game

Embark on the hunt of a lifetime through 50 action-packed missions filled with dangerous animals and tough challenges.

Hunting Unlimited 4 combines traditional hunting game elements with a fast-paced mission-based system, for intense hunting
action. Players hunt twelve different realistic species of animalsacross six completely new vast landscapes. Track the quarry of

your choice as you explore rugged land across Northern America and on African Safari.

Check out the expanded range of animals including the black bear and bighorn sheep, a new and improved set of weapons, and
the most exciting and action packed Challenges ever brought to the series.

Features:

Hunt of a lifetime!

Over 50 hunting scenarios ("challenges") to choose from

"Free hunt" mode offering endless combinations of random hunting situations

Choose your prey from 15 species of game to hunt

25 weapons to pick from
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25 hunting accessories, calls and lures at your disposal

6 expansive regions

Go on Safari hunt!
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Title: Hunting Unlimited 4
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
Retroism, ValuSoft
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2006

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7600, ATI Radeon X13000, Intel GMA X3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible Sound Card

English
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So...it's a VEHICLE based game...that is essentially an excuse to make the controls really annoying to deal with. But at the
REAL heart of it, it's a resource management game and you are collecting resources, that's all, and you're controlling "drones"
for the whole game. So get ready for constantly getting stuck on everything, because that's the main mechanic of the game (not
flying drones, driving ones). And it's sluggish intentionally, on top of that. The frame-of-view is insanely high (to emulate a
"vehicle") and the controls are slow to respond.

So the entire game is just filler to give you something to do while you explore the narrative. I can respect that, narratives
themselves are rewarding, and this game has a PRETTY GOOD ONE as far as I'm concerned (I love me some sci-fi as long as it
doesn't involve magic). But...is it a fun game?

I don't think I can say so.

WHAT THE GAME NEEDS THAT IT DOESN'T HAVE: An actual vehicle. The high frame of view does not cut it. Combined
with the repetitive goals (resources!) it kills the entire game including the interesting narrative.

Honestly? A little shocked that someone made a vehicle based game without implementing an actual vehicle.. So far so good but
this game needs to be fleshed out a lot more. I have some thoughts on how to improve the combat but when enemies group up it
can get a little confusing to know what button needs to be pressed. I am interested in the final version of this game.

Further throughts:
https://youtu.be/dcxrn8fuVKE. Despite how fun this game looks, it isnt. Forced into a Race/class combo (without letting you
even choose most of your stats!) this is a Diablo rip off, and not a good one at that. On top of the lactluster gameplay, There is a
lack of complete voice overs except at the end of chapter (Grunts for everything else). The flaws dont even end there Skellies
taking full damage from swords and arrows and ghosts are able to take damage from everything regardless if its a magical
weapon or not. Every thing with special texture also is bugged, it is replaced by a Blue and White texture, and has been since
release of the game (Unless you enjoy running from Gargamel, this is a bad thing). All and all it is not worth the 15 dollars spent
on this game. Burning your money would give you more enjoyment and a closer experiance to DnD then this game could offer
(Fire is ALWAYS fun). This recommendation is more of a warning. Dont buy this game unless you want to be extremly
disapointed.. its awesome,. Hard to recommend. Extreme difficulty curve, expect to play every mission repeatedly. Some very
frustrating RTS lite elements where you'll need to move your troops between different towers to keep them running.. Great
game for 20 cents. Lol.. Totally worth every cent!. The puzzles are good but what makes this game stand out is really the
amazing blend of music and minimal art.
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Star Sky is an atmospheric puzzle, walking simulator. It is very pretty in it's chosen style. I felt calm as I walked through the
night thanks to the soothing music. The moon with its almost constant presence is beautifully done. My children also loved this
game. Just be aware it is quite short.. LIKE SHADOW OF COLOSSUS BUT LESS EPIC....REALLY DISSAPOINTED .YOU
CANT JUST BAD COPY A GAME. The game has too many problems for me to recommend it. My disappointment with the
game is made worse by how much better (or at least on point for the genre) one of the previous installments was: Pixel Puzzles:
Japan. To give the game a fair chance, however, I've divided said problems into ones I consider more objective and more
subjective. Judge for yourself, how much those points matter to you.

The objective problems first: the playtime is a little on the short side (7 hours with puzzle rotation disabled), the settings do not
always work correctly (you have to disable piece rotation after every game launch; sound volume settings don't affect the dev
logo), and background colours don't offer enough contrast from the puzzle pictures (making it difficult to spot gaps missing a
puzzle piece).

As for more subjective issues: the theme of this one is not particularly interesting, plus I prefer photographs over drawings
(Japan, Birds, Space > UndeadZ, Anime, RADical ROACH; besides, with photographs it's easier to get enough detail even in
puzzles with higher piece quantity to match pieces without placing them blindly), the music, however pretty good, doesn't really
fit the gameplay pace of a jigsaw puzzle, and having one of the later puzzles in sepia robs you of some of the reference for
educated piece placement.

Still, I'll be sure to look out for the next game in the series, hoping for something more up my alley.. This game has got
potential. The recent influx of players to the server thanks to a semi popular streamer covering the game is good. It is great that
it is a free in alpha game where there is already a thriving community and above all else the Devs are active and communicate
well with the players. This game will be a success if it continues on the path it is on.

If you are coming into the game expecting it to be polished, completed and not adjusted to a end state game I do not suggest
picking it up just yet cause it may leave a bad taste in your mouth. But if you come to the game knowing it is a work in progress
and bring forward critical and constructive criticism as well as good ideas to how you would like the game, you can be part of
the process to make a great successor to runescape grind and skill type games.. Graphic is fine, the gameplay doesn't, you have
little to no control over everything, the game have too much hidden information while you have too little resource to find out
what's going on, let alone act against them.
While most of your action are luck depends, you could not afford any back-up plan.
On top of that they seems to be always one step ahead of you to get those tech with devastating effects, and some random event
to make you feel bad as they always lock out your agents for few days if you want to be a good guy, which you could never
afford.
If you really into the setting, come back much later to see if they improve it at all.. Good game: its fun, fun to upgrade, fun to
shoot. Worth the money for sure.

Note to Devs: make more like this, with more depth and more progression. I will buy.. Very nice game, good music too!. just
buy it :). It's simple, the graphics are ugly, it lacks a sense of progression, but it's fun...
I got it for free, I got some cards, and I enjoyed it... I probably won't be playing it much more though...

. This's a very hard game but "Hard game is for intelligent people"
Mong studio sẽ cho ra nhiều sản phẩm mới nữa!
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